Machine Learning &
Artificial Intelligence
ARE TR ANSFORMING LEGAL MARKETING
Answering the Questions of What is Machine Learning and How Will it Help
Attorneys Get Ahead of Their Competition?

MACHINE LEARNING AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ARE TRANSFORMING LEGAL MARKETING

In This eBook You Will Learn:
1. What machine learning and artificial intelligence are
2. Why attorneys should care about machine learning and artificial intelligence
3. How machine learning and AI will help attorneys make sense of marketing data
4. How machine learning and AI are changing the way consumers view your legal practice
5. Why the early adoption of voice-enabled artificial intelligence will benefit your practice
6. How the future of legal content marketing is tied to artificial intelligence
7. What artificial intelligence can do to improve the efficiency of your legal marketing efforts and maximize your ROI
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The Short Version
Numbers You Should Know
· 76% of marketing experts believe AI will be the next big [legal] marketing trend
· 72% of business leaders believe AI will be a fundamental of tomorrow’s successful businesses
· Employing AI to assist your legal marketing efforts can boost the overall productivity of your
firm by 40%
· 46% of Americans use voice-based artificial intelligence to interact with smartphones,
tablets, and other devices
· Nearly 40% of Americans believe AI improves the customer service experience
· Less than 15% of law firms are currently taking advantage of AI and machine learning to
improve their marketing

· Machine learning is the “science of getting computer [programs] to learn and act like humans do.”
· Machine learning leads to better legal marketing, which leads to better cases for your firm.
· Artificial intelligence helps law firms save time, save money, and make smarter marketing decisions faster than
their AI-averse peers.
· Artificial intelligence and tools backed by machine learning allow attorneys to spend less time thinking about
growing their practice and more time thinking about practicing law
· Machine learning and AI improve the relevance, timing, and accuracy of marketing messages
· Winning top placement in voice search results requires the use of AI
· Artificial intelligence delivers incredible consumer insights in real-time making it possible to optimize legal
marketing campaigns in minutes as opposed to weeks
· Machine learning and AI ensure law firms avoid wasteful spending by continually optimizing legal marketing
campaigns to deliver maximum ROI
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What is Machine Learning
and Artificial Intelligence?
It’s impossible to understand how machine learning and artificial intelligence apply to legal marketing without first
understanding what they are.
Put simply, machine learning is the “science of getting computer [programs] to learn and act like humans do.”
It is about getting machines from a place of lower-reasoning to a place of higher-reasoning through autonomous
learning (learning built on an experiential platform of trial and error).
In the arena of computer science, machine learning is a concept that falls underneath the broader umbrella of
“artificial intelligence”.

What do machine learning and artificial intelligence look like?
Despite what Hollywood wants you to believe, a world with artificial intelligence and machine learning looks
nothing like the apocalyptic, robot-ruled future of hit films like The Terminator, The Matrix, and 2001:
A Space Odyssey.
How can you know?
Because your world is already ingrained with artificial intelligence tools capable of machine learning:
· Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri.
· The SPAM filter on your email account.
· Customer support chatbots that popup on websites.
· The security software that automatically detects viruses and malware on your laptop.
And these are just a few of the ways machine learning and artificial intelligence influence your life every single day.
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Why Should Attorneys Care
About Machine Learning and
Artificial Intelligence?
No, machines and AI-powered robots aren’t going to replace the need for attorneys in the courtroom, but they
ARE going to change the way prospective clients find legal counsel.
Attorneys like you need to care about machine learning if you want your practice to stay ahead of the
competition’s in the years ahead.
Put another way:
Machine learning leads to better legal marketing, which leads to better cases for your firm.
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Metadata Analysis: Making
Sense of All The Noise
Machine learning and AI will help your firm gather and analyze marketing data at-scale
High-quality (and high-volume) data has long been the backbone of successful legal marketing. After all, better
data leads to better marketing decisions, and better marketing decisions lead to better cases...it’s not
rocket science.
Unfortunately, the Internet has complicated things—there’s now more data available than any one person
(or team of persons) could ever hope to make sense of.
There is data from search engines…
Data from social media platforms…
Data from digital ads…
Data from emails....
The list could go on and on.
Instead of swimming confidently in all that data, law practices—even the law practices buoyed by data tools like
Tableau, SAS, and Splunk—are drowning in information. There are simply too many inputs to make effective legal
marketing decisions. However, machine learning and artificial intelligence are changing that.
Artificial intelligence tools are helping attorneys and their marketing teams make sense of BIG data collected from
disparate sources.
The results? Firms save time, save money, and make smarter marketing decisions faster than their AI-averse peers.
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Artificial intelligence will automate the decision-making process for marketers
Ultimately, the hope isn’t that AI will help attorneys and law firms make better decisions in less time; it’s that AI
will make the marketing decisions entirely.
By leaning on vast quantities of marketing data, the goal is to fully automate day-to-day marketing, removing the
need for any human input in the construction or execution of marketing strategy.
Outlandish as it may seem, this scenario isn’t that far fetched.
Already 51% of marketers (including legal marketers) use some kind of AI, and that number is only going to
increase in the years ahead. In fact, many financial forecasts expect the use of AI in marketing to grow at a CAGR of
almost 30% in the next seven years.
And that growth date may ultimately prove conservative.
Consider the benefits of increasingly autonomous marketing AI for attorneys, especially attorneys with tight
budgets and tighter schedules.
Instead of spending your valuable, billable hours thinking about better ways to market your services to
prospective clients, artificial intelligence will do all the thinking and decision making required, giving you the
freedom to spend all your time doing what you do best:
Practicing law.
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Search: Changing the Way
Prospective Clients See
Your Ads
Artificial intelligence will take note of previous consumer behavior to deliver ads
with higher relevance
The thing about artificial intelligence is, it always keeps a close eye on consumers when they’re online so it can
improve its understanding of their behavior and preferences.
And while it might sound a bit invasive (and a bit Orwellian), it is—without question—the way of the future in
legal marketing.
Why?
Because the insights gleaned by artificial intelligence will allow law firms to strategically deliver online ads to
prospective clients with more relevance—in both messaging and timing—than ever before.
Instead of manually creating an online ad campaign, letting it run, measuring results, and then optimizing
accordingly, artificial intelligence powered by machine learning will automate the entire process.
It will test thousands of permutations of ads, measuring slight variances in text or imagery, in a matter of days or
weeks; a process that would take a human marketer months if not years to complete.
Using the results of those tests, AI-enabled marketing tools will ensure your law firm delivers the right
advertisement to the right prospect at the perfect place and time.
And that kind of relevance and personalization can only lead to one thing:
More cases for your practice.
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Voice Search: AI Assistants
and Speech Recognition
Tech are Changing How
Consumers Find You
Positioning your firm for the arrival of voice search
Here’s a statistic you’re probably not familiar with:
By 2020, 50% of all online search will be done with voice commands.
What does that mean for your law firm?
It means your law firm needs to start thinking about incorporating artificial intelligence into its marketing
strategy ASAP.
Already 20% of all mobile search (the web searches people do on their smartphones and tablets) is done vocally,
and as of 2017 there are more than 33 million voice-first devices (think Amazon Alexa) in circulation.
Moreover, mobile voice search is 3x more likely to be used by prospects searching for local legal services than
text-based searches.

As the years progress, vocal-ai is going to become increasingly refined, which means potential clients looking
for an attorney in your area are going to rely on voice-command technology more and more.
And considering that almost 150 million Americans currently use digital assistants, and winning top
placement in voice search results requires the use of machine learning, not getting your law firm set up with
artificial intelligence seems like it will be a costly mistake in the long run.
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The User Experience:
Customizing & Personalizing
Content Marketing to
Your Legal Prospects
Artificial intelligence will enable you to deliver more relevant content to leads
One of the biggest initiatives in legal marketing is the promotion of content that is valuable and relevant to a
specific audience.
Instead of overtly pitching your legal services to persuade clients to do business with your firm, content
marketing relies on the provision of useful content (Ebooks, infographics, blogs, articles, etc.) that helps educate
the prospect about a given subject. The end goal with content marketing is to position you, the author, as a
subject authority and, in doing so, convince the prospect you’re worth doing business with.
Given that tools powered by machine learning are far more adept at processing large quantities of data in a short
time frame, law firms that are “early-adopters” of artificial intelligence technologies will be better able to create
content that is highly-relevant to the reader.
Why is this important?
Because even if you’re producing “good content” today, there’s no way of knowing that what you’re producing is
actually what your prospects want to read without the help of artificial intelligence.
Artificial intelligence delivers incredible consumer insight in real-time, so you can pick topics and create content
that speaks to your prospective client’s biggest wants while simultaneously alleviating their biggest fears.
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Improving Efficiency:
Machine Learning Improves
Tracking, Mitigating
Wasteful Spending
The implementation of Artificial Intelligence saves money
In legal marketing, wasted dollars are a source of anguish for every attorney, and if you’ve ever done any kind of
marketing for your firm, there’s a very good chance you know the feeling of a squandered marketing budget
first-hand.
Knowing that thousands of dollars were spent to run a mis-targeted advertising campaign, or create an utterly
useless social media presence is enough to keep most budget-strapped
attorneys up at night.
Which is why being an early adopter of artificial intelligence in
legal marketing will be such a difference maker for
your practice.
It will eliminate wasteful spending in your marketing
by closely tracking where your potential clients normally
live online, and delivering your marketing messages
directly to them at the most opportune moments.
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Maximizing ROI: Artificial
Intelligence and Human
Intelligence Working
Hand-In-hand
Getting the most ROI for your legal practice takes a combined approach
For all the benefits AI and machine learning can bring to your legal practice, the current tools on the market—
and those coming to market in the immediate years ahead—will not be able to replace the human element
in marketing:
Law firms will still need human-based marketing expertise to enjoy significant
growth in client acquisition.
Human creativity is perfect complement to machine functionality. While artificial intelligence-based tools handle
the “grunt-work” of marketing (mining data sets, gathering insights, and crunching numbers), humans can
spend their time thinking about and implementing high-impact marketing strategy.
Of course, as an attorney, it doesn’t make sense for you to pick and choose artificial intelligence tools for
your practice.
Nor does it make sense for you to spend your precious time thinking about and executing marketing strategy.
For that reason, it makes sense for your firm to consider partnering with a talented marketing agency that
specializes in legal marketing, or an independent legal marketing consultant.
Both are sound options for you and your firm if sustainable growth and client acquisition are actively on
your mind.
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Your Legal
Marketing Experts
Award-winning legal marketing. Award-winning customer service.

When attorneys like you get tired of losing clients to the competition,
there’s only one number to call.
866.622.5648 | www.ScorpionLegal.com
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